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RETIREMENT  SECURITY:  LEVERAGING  THE  
RESEARCH  AND  DEVELOPMENT  TAX  CREDIT  
Tristen  J.  Cohen*  
INTRODUCTION  
In  April   of   2012,   the   Trustees   of   the   Social   Security   trust   fund  
(the  “Trust  Fund”)  gave  a  report  to  Congress  and  the  President  
on   the  projected   financial   status  of   the  program.1     The  Trustees  
found  that  the  Social  Security  program  will  be  able  to  pay,  with  
withdrawals   from   the   Social   Security   trust   fund,   all   of   its  
obligations  until   the  year   2033   and   then  would  only  be   able   to  
fund  75%  of  its  obligations  for  the  next  fifty  years.2    This  means  
that  Social  Security—in  the  exact  form  it  exists  today—can  only  
continue  for  another  twenty  years  before  having  to  slash  benefits  
by  25%  (the  “2033  Problem”).3    In  order  to  prevent  such  a  drastic  
and   dramatic   decrease   in   benefits,   Social   Security   must   either  
collect  more  revenue  or  decrease  future  obligations  gradually.4  
 
*  Tax  Associate   -­‐‑   Lurie,   Besikof,   Lapidus  &  Co.,   J.D.   'ʹ13,   The  George  Washington  
University   Law   School,   B.A.-­‐‑Accounting   2010,   University   of   St.   Thomas.   The  
Author  would  like  to  thank  Professor  Karen  Brown  for  her  guidance  and  support,  
Professor   Neil   Buchanan   for   his   mentorship,   the   staff   at   Elder'ʹs   Advisor   for   the  
opportunity  and  their  hard  work,  and  the  many  family  members  and  friends  who  
took  the  time  to  encourage  the  writing  and  debate  the  ideas.  
   1.     BD.   OF   TRUSTEES   OF   THE   FED.   OLD-­‐‑AGE   AND   SURVIVORS   INS.   AND   FED.  
DISABILITY  INS.  TRUST  FUNDS,  THE  2012  ANNUAL  REPORT  OF  THE  BOARD  OF  TRUSTEES  
OF   THE   FEDERAL   OLD-­‐‑AGE   AND   SURVIVORS   INSURANCE   AND   FEDERAL   DISABILITY  
INSURANCE  TRUST  FUNDS,  2012,    
available   at   http://www.ssa.gov/oact/tr/2012/tr2012.pdf.   [hereinafter   “TRUSTEE’S  
REPORT”].  
   2.     Id.  at  10-­‐‑11.  
   3.     Id.  at  22.    
   4.     Congress  could  also  choose  to  wait  until  2033,  or  whenever  the  trust  fund  
runs  out  of  money,  to  enact  legislation  as  they  did  in  1981.  Act  of  1981,  Pub.  L.  No.  
97-­‐‑123,   95   Stat.   1659   (1981).      In   1981,  Congress   allowed   Social   Security   to   borrow  
money  in  1982  to  cover  a  short-­‐‑term  deficit  in  the  program.  Ronald  Reagan:  Statement  
of  Signing  Social  Security  Legislation,  THE  AMERICAN  PRESIDENCY  PROJECT,  available  at  
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If  Congress   should  choose   to  decrease   future  obligations   it  
would   need   to   decrease   benefits   paid   out   to   current   or   future  
beneficiaries.      The   Trustees   estimate   that   Congress   needs   to  
reduce  current  or  future  benefits   in  a  manner  “equivalent  to  an  
immediate  and  permanent  reduction  of  16.2  percent”  in  order  to  
avoid  slashing  benefits  by  25%  in  2033.5    Social  Security  benefits  
are  calculated  by   taking   the  aggregate  wages  earned  during  an  
individual’s   thirty-­‐‑five   highest   earning   years,   adjusting   for  
inflation   and   subjected   to   a   cap   equaling   the   amount   of  wages  
subject  to  Social  Security  taxes,  and  dividing  that  number  by  420,  
the  number  of  months  in  thirty-­‐‑five  years.6    The  resulting  figure  
is   a   person’s   “average   indexed   monthly   earnings.”7      That  
number  is  decreased  by  10%  of  the  first  $791,  68%  of  any  amount  
between  $791  and  $4,768,  and  85%  of  any  amount  over  $4,768.8    
The   figure   after   those   deductions   is   a   person’s   “estimated  
monthly  retirement  benefit.”9    If  a  person  chooses  to  retire  at  age  
sixty-­‐‑two   then   that   person’s   estimated   monthly   benefit   is  
reduced  by  another  25%.10     Congress  could  reduce  the  numbers  
at  any  stage  of  the  calculation  to  decrease  benefits.  
Congress   could   choose   to   collect   more   revenue   either   by  
increasing   current   or   future   tax   collections,   or   by   finding   an  
alternative   source   of   revenue.      The   Trustee’s   Report   suggests  
that  if  Congress  should  choose  to  increase  taxes,  then  it  must  do  
so   in   a   way   that   amounts   to   an   “immediate   and   permanent  
increase”   in   the   tax   rate   of   2.61%.11      Social   Security   is   funded  
through  payroll  taxes  at  a  rate  of  12.4%,  with  half  of  the  tax  paid  
by   the   employer   and   the   other   half   paid   by   the   employee.12    
 
http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=43395  (last  visited  Mar.  10,  2014).  
   5.     TRUSTEE’S  REPORT,  supra  note  1,  at  4.  
   6.     420  is  the  number  of  months  in  35  years.  SOC.  SEC.  ADMIN.,  SSA  PUB.  NO.  
05-­‐‑10070,   YOUR   RETIREMENT   BENEFIT:   HOW   IT   IS   FIGURED   (2013),   available   at  
http://www.ssa.gov/pubs/EN-­‐‑05-­‐‑10070-­‐‑1951.pdf.  
   7.     Id.  
   8.     Id.  
   9.     Id.  
   10.     Id.  
   11.     TRUSTEE’S  REPORT,  supra  note  1,  at  4.  
   12.     Soc.  Sec.  Admin.,  Frequently  Asked  Questions:  What  are   the  maximum  taxable  
earnings   amounts   and   the   Social   Security   tax   rate   for   2013?,   SOCIAL   SECURITY  
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Social  Security  taxes  are  only  levied  on  earned  income  and  only  
on  the  first  $113,700  of  income.13    Congress  could  increase  the  tax  
rates,   increase   the   cap   of   $113,700,   or   increase   the   income  base  
(by  also  collecting  payroll  taxes  on  unearned  income)  in  order  to  
increase  current  or  future  tax  collections.  
Congress   could   also   find   an   alternative   source   of   revenue  
by  creating  a  new  tax  or  investing  the  current  trust  in  assets  that  
may  get  a  greater  return.    Today,  and  throughout  its  history,  the  
Trust   Fund   only   invests   in   bonds   issued   by   the   Federal  
Government.14      The   Federal   Government   distributes   “special  
issues”   bonds   (which   are   available   only   to   trust   funds)   and  
“public   issues,”   bonds   (which   are   available   to   the   public).15    
Currently,   the   Trust   Fund   holds   only   special   issues   bonds.16    
Federal   bonds   are   among   the   safest   investments   an   entity   or  
individual   can   make,17   and   special   issues   bonds   bear   nominal  
interest  equal  to  the  market  rate  of  interest  for  four  year  federal  
bonds.18    The  interest  from  these  bonds  is  the  Trust  Fund’s  only  
other   source   of   income   aside   from   tax   revenue,19   and   it   is  
possible   that   the   Trust   Fund   could   make   more   money   with  
riskier  investments.  
Of   course,   any   solution   to   the   2033   Problem   may  
incorporate  a  combination  of  the  options  above.    Indeed,  former  
President   George   W.   Bush   put   forth   a   popular   proposal   to  
 
ADMINISTRATION  (Jan.  7,  2014),  available  at  
https://faq.ssa.gov/link/portal/34011/34019/Article/1936/What-­‐‑160-­‐‑are-­‐‑160-­‐‑the-­‐‑
maximum-­‐‑160-­‐‑taxable-­‐‑earnings-­‐‑amounts-­‐‑and-­‐‑the-­‐‑Social-­‐‑Security-­‐‑tax-­‐‑rate-­‐‑for-­‐‑2013-­‐‑.  
   13.     Id.  
   14.     Soc.  Sec.  Admin.,  Special  Issue  Securities,  SOCIAL  SECURITY  ADMINISTRATION  
(Aug.   31,   2010),   available   at   http://www.ssa.gov/oact/progdata/specialissues.html  
(last  visited  Mar.  10,  2014)  [hereinafter  “Trust  Fund  Investments”].  
   15.     Id.  
   16.     Id.  
   17.     E.g.,   Louis   Basenese,   Here’s   Why   U.S.   Government   Bonds   Remain   a   Safe  
Investment,  WALL  ST.  DAILY  (Aug.  9,  2011),  
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2011/08/09/government-­‐‑bonds-­‐‑remain-­‐‑safe-­‐‑
investment/.  
   18.     Soc.  Sec.  Admin.,  Interest  Rates,  TRUST  FUND  DATA  (Aug.  31,  2010),    
available   at   http://www.ssa.gov/oact/progdata/intRates.html   (last   visited   Mar.   10,  
2014).    
   19.     TRUSTEE’S  REPORT,  supra  note  1,  at  23-­‐‑24.  
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decrease  or  eliminate   the  guaranteed  benefits  of  Social  Security  
and   allow   individuals   to   replace   the   benefits   with   individual  
investment   accounts.20      The   investment   accounts   would   allow  
individuals  to  increase  the  risk  of  investments  in  order  to  create  
more  revenue  (the  “personal  accounts  solution”).21    The  personal  
accounts   solution   would   then   decrease   or   eliminate   Social  
Security’s   obligations   and   make   benefits   dependent   on   an  
individual’s   risk   appetite   and   the   whims   of   the   market.22      In  
essence,   the   personal   accounts   solution   would   solve   the   2033  
Problem  by  drastically  increasing  the  risks  of  retirement  savings  
and   then  passing   those   risks   entirely  onto   individuals,   the  vast  
majority  of  whom  are  not  educated  investors.  
This  Article  suggests  a  different  solution  may  exist  with  the  
Startup   Innovation   Credit   of   2013.      The   Startup   Innovation  
Credit,   introduced   in   the   House   of   Representatives   and   the  
Senate   in  March   of   2013,   is  meant   to   extend   the   Research   and  
Development  Credit  (R&D  Credit)  to  offset  payroll  tax  liabilities  
of   employers.23      In   this   way,   the   Startup   Innovation   Credit  
decreases  current  revenue  for  Social  Security,  which  would  seem  
to   exacerbate   the   2033   Problem   instead   of   solving   it.      This  
Article,   however,   argues   that   the   Startup   Innovation   Credit  
leverages  the  R&D  Credit  to  create  new  products  and  processes  
that  will  create  jobs  in  the  future  and,  therefore,  increase  payroll  
tax  collections  in  the  future.    In  that  way  it  is  better  to  look  at  the  
Startup   Innovation   Credit   as   a   new   investment   in   future   tax  
collections   for   Social   Security   than   simply   as   a   decrease   in  
current  tax  collections.  
Ultimately,  any  expenditure  or  investment  of  Social  Security  
funds  should  be  well  tailored  to  fit  the  overall  goals  and  policies  
of   the   Social   Security   program.      This   Article   argues   that  
 
   20.     Jeanne  Sahadi,  Bush’s  Plan   for  Social  Security,  CNN  MONEY   (Mar.  4,   2005),  
http://money.cnn.com/  2005/02/02/retirement/stofunion_socsec/.  
   21.     Peter   J.  Ferrara,  The  New  Progressivism:  Personal  Social  Security  Accounts   for  
Working  People,  SOCIAL  SECURITY  ADMINISTRATION  2  (Sep.  6,  2001),  
  http://www.ssa.gov/history/reports/pcsss/Peter_Ferrara_Statement.pdf.    
   22.     Id.  
   23.     Startup  Innovation  Credit  of  2013,  S.  193,  113th  Cong.  (2013).  
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Congress  should  pass  the  Startup  Innovation  Credit  because  it  is  
a   sound   investment   in   future   tax   collections   and   serves   the  
overall  goals  and  policies  of  the  Social  Security  program.    Part  I  
will  examine  the  purposes  and  policy  goals  of  the  Social  Security  
program.    Part  II  will  explain  how  the  R&D  Credit  works.    Part  
III  will  explain  how  the  Startup  Innovation  Credit  would  work  if  
it  is  adopted.    Part  IV  will  examine  whether  the  manner  in  which  
the   Startup   Innovation   Credit   expands   the   R&D   Credit   will  
serve  well  the  goals  and  policies  of  Social  Security.    Finally,  this  
Article  will  conclude  with  a  brief  discussion  of  the  broad  effects  
of  the  proposal.  
I.  GOALS  OF  THE  SOCIAL  SECURITY  SYSTEM  
A.  PROVIDE  A  SOURCE  OF  INCOME  FOR  RETIREES  TO  PAY  FOR  
BASIC  NEEDS  
In   1935   the   United   States   was   in   the   middle   of   the   Great  
Depression,  which  had  brought  to  the  steps  of  the  U.S.  Capitol  a  
seemingly   unending   list   of   poverty-­‐‑related   issues   to   address.24    
One  of  the  most  alarming  issues  was  the  growing  rate  of  poverty  
among   the   elderly.25      Congress   and   President   Roosevelt   had  
instituted  many  programs  to  help  people  get  back  to  work26  and  
out  of  poverty,  but  these  programs  were  of  little  use  for  elderly  
people  who  were  not  of  a  working  age.27    So  to  help  these  people  
and  the  families  that  were  struggling  to  support  them,  Congress  
passed  the  Social  Security  Act  of  1935  (SSA).28  
The   SSA   set   up   a   system   of   old   age   retirement   benefits  
(“Social  Security”)  including  lifetime  annuity  payments  once  an  
individual   reached   retirement   age   and   a   payment   to   surviving  
 
   24.     HARRY   L.   HOPKINS,   FED.   EMERGENCY   RELIEF   ADMIN.,   UNEMPLOYMENT  
RELIEF  CENSUS,  (1933).  
   25.     DAVID  FISCHER,  GROWING  OLD  IN  AMERICA  226  (1977)  (estimating  that  50%  
of  the  nation’s  elderly  had  to  rely  on  charity  for  survival).  
   26.     ROBERT  S.  MCELVAINE,  THE  GREAT  DEPRESSION:  AMERICA  1929-­‐‑1941,  162-­‐‑5,  
(1984).  
   27.     See  HOPKINS,  supra  note  24,  at  29.  
   28.     79  Cong.  Rec.  8,223  (1935)  [hereinafter  “Social  Security  Debate”].  
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relatives   upon   the   death   of   a   wage   earner.29   The   system   was  
designed   to   give   individuals   lifetime   annuity   payments  
according  to  their  earnings  or  contributions  to  the  system  and  to  
give   death   benefits   to   the   surviving   relatives.30      There   was   a  
debate  at   the   time  about  whether   the  annuity  payments  should  
be   sufficient   to   secure   an   independent   retirement   or   if   they  
should  secure  a  more  luxurious  or  comfortable  retirement.31     At  
the   least,   however,   Social   Security  was  meant   to   secure   for   its  
beneficiaries   a   minimum   amount   to   allow   them   to   live  
independently.  
The   system   worked   by   collecting   payroll   taxes.      Payroll  
taxes   are   taxes   on   wages   that   are   generally   withheld   by   an  
individual’s   employer.32      In   addition   to   Social   Security,   a  
hospital  insurance  tax  is  used  to  pay  for  Medicare,  and  state  and  
federal   unemployment   taxes,   which   go   to   pay   for  
unemployment   benefits.33      The   general   theory   was   that   the  
government   would   mandate   that   individuals   and   their  
employers   contribute   to   the   Social   Security   fund.   Then,  
individuals  would  be  guaranteed  a  stream  of  income  when  they  
reached  retirement  age.34    As  such,  the  program  was  designed  to  
insist  that  employers  and  employees  contribute  at  least  a  portion  
of   their   wages   to   a   national   pension   program,   instead   of  
allowing   them   to   use   the   money   to   increase   contributions   to  
their  individual  pension  accounts.  
The  overall  scheme,  then,  is  easy  to  understand.    Instead  of  
allowing   individuals   to   keep   all   of   their   wages   and   invest   as  
much   or   as   little   as   they   like   into   personal   retirement   savings  
 
   29.     Social  Security  Act  of  1935,  Pub.  L.  No.  74-­‐‑271,  49  Stat.  620,  (codified  at  42  
U.S.C.  ch.  7  (2006)).  
   30.     Id.  
   31.     Essentially,   the   debate   was   whether   the   payment   should   be   enough   to  
cover   basic   living   expenses   or  whether   it   should   be   enough   to   cover   basic   living  
expenses  plus  discretionary  income.    Social  Security  Debate,  supra  note  28.  
   32.     Payroll  Tax,  INVESTOPEDIA  (2014),  available  at  
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/payrolltax.asp.  
   33.     See  Helvering  v.  Davis,  301  U.S.  619,  640  (1937)  (holding  that  payroll  taxes  
for   the   purposes   of   the   SSA   are   constitutional   taxes   and   the   withholding  
requirement  is  also  constitutionally  acceptable).  
   34.     See  Social  Security  Debate,  supra  note  28.  
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accounts,  and  instead  of  allowing  businesses  to  keep  all  of  their  
profits   to   establish   private   pension   funds,   the   government  
mandated   that   individuals   and   businesses   contribute   to   a   new  
old-­‐‑age  pension  program.    This  new  program  was  meant  to  offer  
more   security   than   individual   savings   or   private   pensions,  
which  had  failed  to  protect  the  elderly  against  poverty  up  to  that  
point.  
B.  PROVIDE  A  STABLE  SOURCE  OF  INCOME  FOR  RETIREES  THAN  
OTHER  RETIREMENT  SOURCES  
Typically,   retirement   requires   an   individual   to   replace  
income   from   wages   with   personal   savings   or   investments,  
pension  plans,  or  Social  Security  benefits.35     Even  in  retirements  
where   the   retiree   continues   to   earn   a   wage,36   he   or   she   is   still  
likely  to  have  to  recoup  pre-­‐‑retirement  income  lost  as  a  result  of  
diminished   productive   capacity.37      In   the   current   environment,  
the  traditional  methods  of  replacing  pre-­‐‑retirement  wages  out  of  
Social  Security,  personal  savings  and  pensions,  are  not  as  stable  
as  they  have  been  in  prior  years.  
Over   the   last   two   decades,   traditional   pensions38   began  
disappearing   and   were   replaced   with   401(k)   Plans.39      The  
difference  between  the  traditional  pension  and  the  401(k)  is  that  
 
   35.     Stephen  F.  Befort,  The  Perfect  Storm  of  Retirement  Insecurity:  Fixing  the  Three-­‐‑
Legged  Stool   of  Social  Security,  Pensions,   and  Personal  Savings,   91  MINN.  L.  REV.   938,  
939  (2007).  
   36.     Some  elderly   individuals  get  “retirement   jobs,”  which   is  a  practice   that   is  
increasing  in  popularity.    SID  GROENEMAN,  AM.  ASS’N  OF  RETIRED  PERSONS  (AARP),  
STAYING  AHEAD  OF  THE  CURVE  2007:  THE  AARP  WORK  AND  CAREER  STUDY  (2008)    
http://assets.aarp.org/rgcenter/econ/work_career_08.pdf   (finding   that   7-­‐‑out-­‐‑of-­‐‑10  
workers  plan  to  work  for  pay  in  retirement).  
   37.     Id.  at  86.  
   38.     By   “traditional   pension”   I   mean   defined   benefit   plans.   Defined   Benefit  
plans  promise  a  guaranteed  monthly  or  yearly  benefit,  which  is  distinguished  from  
Defined   Contribution   plans   which   only   promise   a   specific   contribution   to   a  
retirement  plan.  401(k)  plans  are  Defined  Contribution  plans.    U.S.  Dep’t  of  Labor,  
What   You   Should   Know   About   Your   Retirement   Plan,   EMPLOYEE   BENEFITS   SECURITY  
ADMINISTRATION  (Feb.  15,  2013),  
http://www.dol.gov/ebsa/publications/wyskapr.html.  
   39.     Emma  C.  Eriksson,  The  Pension  Protection  Act   of   2006:   Is   it   too  Late   to  Save  
Traditional  Pension  Plans?,  41  SUFFOLK  U.  L.  REV.  133,  144-­‐‑45  (2007).  
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the   recipient   of   retirement   benefits   gets   a   guaranteed   payment  
with  a   traditional  pension  but  bears   the  risk  of   loss  with  401(k)  
plans.40     There  are  benefits  and  drawbacks  to  each  plan,  but  the  
the   stability   that   comes   from   a   guaranteed   payment41   is   lost  
when   an   employer   offers   a   401(k)   instead   of   a   traditional  
pension.  
The   personal   savings   rates   in   the   United   States   have   also  
suffered   a   sharp   decline   over   the   last   two   decades.42      In   fact,  
during   the  middle   part   of   the   2000s,   the   personal   savings   rate  
actually  went  negative.43    Economists  have  so  far  been  unable  to  
point  to  a  single  reason  for  the  sharp  decline  in  personal  savings  
over   the   last   twenty  years  but  many  are  raising  concerns  about  
the  ability  of  families  to  have  resources  available  in  the  future.44    
Additionally,   the   decline   in   personal   savings   combined   with  
large   government   deficits   has   led   to   negative   national   savings  
rates  in  recent  years.45    National  savings  is  the  best  way  to  make  
investments   today   in  order   to  boost  productivity  and  economic  
growth  in  the  future.46    Accordingly,  not  only  is  personal  savings  
disappearing  from  the  equation  to  replace  pre-­‐‑retirement  wages,  
 
   40.     See  U.S.  Dep’t  of  Labor,  supra  note  38.  
   41.     There   is   some  debate  about  whether   the  payment   is   “guaranteed”  with  a  
traditional  pension.  E.g.,  Charlie  Farrell,  401(k)  vs.  The  Pension,  Which  is  Better?,  CBS  
NEWS,   (July   9,   2009),   available   at   http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-­‐‑505146_162-­‐‑
37941502/401k-­‐‑vs-­‐‑the-­‐‑pension-­‐‑which-­‐‑is-­‐‑better  (arguing  that  there  is  more  risk  with  
traditional  pensions  because  a  retiree  needs  to  rely  on  his  or  her  former  employer  to  
adequately   fund   a   pension);   cf.   Pension   Benefit   Guaranty   Corp.,   Standard  
Terminations,  PRACTITIONERS  (Feb.  28,  2013),  
http://www.pbgc.gov/prac/terminations/standard-­‐‑terminations.html   (explaining   a  
Federal  insurance  program  for  private  pension  funds  that  are  terminated).  
   42.     Massimo   Guidolin   and   Elizabeth   A.   La   Jeunesse,   The   Decline   in   the   U.S.  
Personal  Saving  Rate:  Is  it  Real  and  Is  it  a  Puzzle?,  89(6)  FED.  RES.  BANK  OF  ST.  LOUIS  
REV.  491  (2007),  available  at  
http://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/review/07/11/Guidolin.pdf.  
   43.     Id.  at  491-­‐‑94.  
   44.     C.  Alan  Garner,  Should  the  Decline  in  the  Personal  Savings  Rate  Be  a  Cause  for  
Concern?,   FED.   RES.   BANK   OF   KANSAS   CITY   ECON.   REV.   5   (2014),   available   at  
http://kansascityfed.org/publicat/ECONREV/PDF/2Q06garn.pdf.  
   45.     Daniel   Carroll   and   Beth   Mowry,   Personal   Savings   Up,   National   Savings  
Down,  FED.  RES.  BANK  OF  CLEVELAND  (Mar.  19,  2010),  
http://www.clevelandfed.org/research/trends/2010/0410/01ecoact.cfm.  
   46.     U.S.   GOV’T   ACCOUNTABILITY   OFFICE,   GAO-­‐‑01-­‐‑591SP,   NATIONAL   SAVING:  
ANSWERS  TO  KEY  QUESTIONS  (2001).  
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but   the   low   rate   of   national   savings   is   harming   the   chances   of  
future  economic  growth  and  stability  that  could  help  with  other  
pre-­‐‑retirement  wage  replacements  like  Social  Security  and  401(k)  
plans.  
Against  the  backdrop  of  low  personal  and  national  savings,  
as  well  as  less  stable  private  pensions,  47    Social  Security  is  more  
important   than   ever   to   ensuring   that  American   citizens   do   not  
retire   to   a   life   of   poverty   and   abjection.      Social   Security   has  
typically  been  reliable  in  so  far  as  the  amount  of  the  benefits  has  
made  it  possible  for  retirees  to  pay  for  basic  needs.48    It  has  also  
been   stable   in   so   far  as   retirees  have  been  able   to   rely  on   it   for  
almost  eighty  years,49  through  bear  and  bull  markets  alike.    This  
combination   of   reliability   on   sufficient   benefits   and   stability  
through   time   are   the   main   policy   considerations   of   Social  
Security.50  
C.  PROVIDE  A  RELIABLE  AND  POLITICALLY  FEASIBLE  SOURCE  OF  
INCOME  
The  problem  that  Social  Security  is  in  some  financial  trouble  
is   caused   largely   by   demographic   changes   expected   over   the  
next  decade  and  economic  challenges  of  the  last  five  years.51    The  
demographic  challenges  are  related  to  the  impending  retirement  
of   the   baby-­‐‑boomer   generation,   which   will   cause   the   ratio   of  
workers  to  retirees  (the  “dependency  ratio”)  to  shift  unfavorably  
from  the  current  3:1  to  almost  2.2:1  by  2030.52  The  2008  recession  
had  a  significant  impact  as  trust  fund  assets  relative  to  trust  fund  
 
   47.     See  Edward  M.  Welch,  Social  Security  and  Social  Justice,  AMERICA:  THE  NAT’L  
CATHOLIC  REV.  (Aug.  26,  2002),  http://americamagazine.org/issue/399/article/social-­‐‑
security-­‐‑and-­‐‑social-­‐‑justice.  
   48.     HARRY  R.  MOODY,  AGING:  CONCEPTS  AND  CONTROVERSIES  229,  231  (3rd  ed.  
2000).  
   49.     Id.  at  229-­‐‑30.    
   50.     See  Social  Security  Debate,  supra  note  28.  
   51.     TRUSTEE’S   REPORT,   supra  note   1;   cf.   Neil  H.   Buchanan,  Social   Security   and  
Government  Deficits:  When  Should  We  Worry,  92  CORNELL  L.  REV.  257,  279-­‐‑80  (2007)  
(arguing   that   estimates   regarding   depletion   of   the   Social   Security   Trust   Fund   are  
“overly  pessimistic”).  
   52.     TRUSTEE’S  REPORT,  supra  note  1,  at  88.  
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costs   are   expected   to  decrease   by   53%  due   to   the   effects   of   the  
recession.53  
Decreased   contributions   to   the   trust   fund   and   changing  
demographics   are   not   entirely   worrisome.      In   fact,   when  
Congress   passed   the   last   Social   Security   overhaul   in   1983   (the  
“1983   Plan”),   it   specifically   set   up   the   system   to   deal   with  
changing   demographics   and   anticipated   decreased  
contributions.54      The   1983   Plan   essentially   set   up   a   four   stage  
process   to   deal   with   the   problem   of   changing   demographics.55    
The   first   stage   involved   years   where   Social   Security   would  
purposefully  run  a  surplus  while  the  baby-­‐‑boomers  were  at  the  
height   of   their   productivity.56      The   second   stage   involved  
decreasing   rates   of   contributions   and   increasing   outlays   for  
benefits  as  baby-­‐‑boomers  retired.57    The  third  stage  begins  when  
the  baby-­‐‑boomers  have  mostly  retired  and  Social  Security  needs  
to   withdraw   funds   from   the   trust   fund   to   pay   benefits.58      The  
fourth   stage   envisions   contributions   and   benefit   payments  
evening  out  as  the  baby-­‐‑boomer  generation  pass  away.59  
Currently,   Social   Security   is  nearing   the   end  of   the   second  
stage   of   the   1983   Plan.60      Trustees   estimate   that   Social   Security  
will  have  depleted  its  trust  fund  by  2033,  thereby  bringing  Social  
Security   into   the   fourth  stage  of   the  1983  Plan.     The  problem   is  
that   instead   of   contributions   and   benefit   pays   equalizing,   the  
Trustees   estimate   that   Social   Security   will   not   have   enough  
money   to   meet   its   obligations   beginning   in   2033   (the   “2033  
Problem”).61      As   Social   Security   transitions   out   of   the   second  
 
   53.     Id.  at  44.  
   54.     Buchanan,  supra  note  51,  at  271.  
   55.     Id.  at  277.  
   56.     Id.  
   57.     Id.  
   58.     Id.  
   59.     Id.  
   60.     In  2011,  Social  Security  collected  the  equivalent  of  $592.4  billion  dollars  in  
taxes   and   earned   $106.5   billion   in   interest   for   total   revenue   of   $698.8   billion.    
TRUSTEE’S  REPORT,  supra  note  1,  at  6,  tbl.  II.B1.  They  paid  out  $600.3  in  benefits  and  
spent  $3.5  billion  in  administration  fees,  for  a  total  of  $603.8  billion.  Id.  
   61.     TRUSTEE’S  REPORT,  supra  note  1,  at  10.      In  Professor  Buchanan’s  article,  he  
argues   that   the   Trustee   estimates   may   be   overly   pessimistic   and   that   Congress  
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stage,  where   revenues   exceed   contributions,   and   into   the   third  
stage,  where   it  will   begin   depleting   trust   fund   assets,   it  makes  
sense   to   take   steps   to   ensure   the   third   stage   can   transition  
smoothly  to  the  fourth  stage.  
Unfortunately,   there   is   a   deep   ideological   divide   between  
the   two   major   political   parties   regarding   the   future   of   Social  
Security.62     One  side  wants  to  increase  funding  in  order  to  keep  
Social  Security  as  it  was  envisioned  in  1935  while  the  other  side  
wants   to   alter   Social   Security   so   that   the   guaranteed  portion   is  
reduced  (or  eliminated)  but  individuals  are  given  more  freedom  
to  take  on  risks  in  search  of  a  bigger  reward.63    These  ideological  
differences   have  made   it   hard   for   the   political   parties   to   come  
together  and  fix  what  ails  Social  Security.64     Regardless  of  one’s  
political  persuasion,  there  is  little  use  denying  the  likelihood  that  
Social  Security  either  needs   to   take   in  more  money  or  decrease  
future  benefits.      If   future  benefits  are  decreased,   then  Congress  
must   either   increase   another   source   of   economic   security   in  
retirement,  or  risk  having  generations  of  elderly  people   too  old  
to  work  and  too  poor  to  support  themselves.  
The   latter   scenario   is  morally   unacceptable.     A   solution   to  
the   Social   Security   problem   needs   to   either   increase   future  
payroll  collections   (take   in  more  money),  or  provide  an  avenue  
for  more  personal  saving  or  higher  pensions.     Furthermore,   the  
solution   needs   to   be   stable,   or   risk   averse,   and   it   needs   to   be  
politically  feasible.    This  Article  argues  that  an  expansion  of  the  
Research  and  Development  Tax  Credit  can  be  at  least  of  part  of  
such  a  solution.  
 
could  easily  wait  until   closer   to   the  beginning  of   the   fourth  stage   to  enact  needed  
reforms   if   they   are   not.   Buchanan,   supra   note   51,   at   278-­‐‑79.   When   he   wrote,  
however,   the   Trustee’s   optimistic   scenario   showed   that   it   was   possible   for   the  
program  to  work  exactly  how  the  1983  Plan  envisioned.  Id.  Now,  even  the  Trustee’s  
optimistic   scenario   predicts   that   benefit   payments   will   not   equalize   with  
contributions.   TRUSTEE’S   REPORT,   supra   note   1,   at   282.   Given   the   increased  
likelihood  that  the  1983  will  not  produce  the  intended  results  in  the  fourth  stage.    
   62.     Brian   J.   Kreiswirth,   The   Role   of   the   Basic   Public   Pension   in   a   Retirement  
Security  System,  19  COMP.  LAB.  L.  &  POL’Y  J.  393,  429-­‐‑32  (1998).  
   63.     Id.  at  432.  
   64.     Id.  at  431-­‐‑32.  
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II.  THE  RESEARCH  AND  DEVELOPMENT  CREDIT  
A.  THE  R&D  CREDIT  HAS  SHOWN  FLEXIBILITY  BY  SURVIVING  
MANY  ACTS  OF  CONGRESS  
The   Research   and   Development   Tax   Credit   (R&D   Credit)  
was  passed  as  part  of  the  Tax  Reform  Act  of  1981.65    Leading  up  
to   the   enactment   of   the  Tax  Reform  Act   of   1981,   investment   in  
technological   research   and   development   as   a   percentage   of  
national   income   grew   relatively   stagnant   in   America.66      This,  
especially   juxtaposed   against   rapidly   increasing   Soviet  
investment   in   research   and  development,67  was   a   special   cause  
for   concern   in   the   United   States.      So,   Congress   and   President  
Reagan  decided  to  give  a  tax  benefit  to  companies  who  increased  
their  research  and  development  expenditures.68  
The  initial  credit  was  incredibly  complex  because  Congress  
made   the   decision   to   subsidize   increases   in   only   research   and  
development   expenditures   as   opposed   to   all   research   and  
development  spending  or  activities.69     This  decision  had  several  
practical   effects,   but   two   are  most   important   for   our   purposes.    
First,   the   credit  would   need   to   be   changed   in   the   future  when  
Congress   decided   that   it   should   subsidize   more   than   just  
increases   in  R&D   expenditures.      Second,   the   complexity   of   the  
credit   reduced   its   effectiveness   because  many   small   businesses  
did  not  understand  how  to  become  eligible  for  the  credit.70  
 
   65.     Act  of  Aug.  13,  1981,  Pub.  L.  No.  97-­‐‑34,  95  Stat.  241  (1981).      
   66.     U.S.  DEP’T  OF  COMMERCE,  LOUVAN  E.  NOLTING,  FINANCING  OF  RESEARCH,  
DEVELOPMENT,  AND  INNOVATION  IN  THE  U.S.S.R.,  FOREIGN  ECONOMIC  REPORT  NO.  
22,  56  tbl.  C-­‐‑1  (1985).  
   67.     Id.  
   68.     GARY   GUENTHER,  CONG.   RESEARCH   SERVICE,   RL31181,   Research   Tax  




   69.     Id.  
   70.     Karen   E.   Klein,  The   R&D   Tax   Credit   Explained   for   Small   Businesses,  
BLOOMBERG   BUSINESSWEEK   (Aug.   16,   2011),   http://www.businessweek.com/small-­‐‑
business/the-­‐‑rampd-­‐‑tax-­‐‑credit-­‐‑explained-­‐‑for-­‐‑small-­‐‑business-­‐‑08162011.html.    
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Congress  has  passed  legislation  extending  or  modifying  the  
R&D  Credit   seventeen   times  as  of   the  writing  of   this  Article,   71    
with  the  most  impacting  legislation  occurring  as  part  of  the  fiscal  
cliff  deal  in  January  of  2013.     This  legislation  essentially  created  
three  different  versions  of   the  R&D  Credit:   the  basic   credit,   the  
alternative   credit,   and   the   simplified   credit.72      The   basic   credit,  
passed   in   1981,  was   significantly  modified   in   1986   to   reflect   its  
current   form.73      The   alternative   credit,   enacted   in   1996,   was  
allowed  to  expire  in  2008.74    The  simplified  credit  was  enacted  in  
2006.75  
B.  THE  DIFFERENT  VERSIONS  OF  THE  R&D  CREDIT  GIVE  A  TAX  
BREAK  FOR  QUALIFIED  EXPENDITURES  OVER  A  “BASE  
AMOUNT”  
The   basic   credit   establishes   a   “base   amount”   and   allows   a  
credit  for  20%  of  qualified  expenditures  over  the  base  amount.76    
 
   71.     Tax  Reform  Act  of  1986,  Pub.  L.  No.  99-­‐‑514,  100  Stat.  2085  (1986);  Technical  
and  Miscellaneous  Revenue  Act  of  1988,  Pub.  L.  No.  100-­‐‑647,  102  Stat.  3342  (1988);  
Omnibus   Budget   Reconciliation   Act   of   1989,   Pub.   L.   No.   101-­‐‑239,   103   Stat.   2106  
(1989);  Omnibus  Budget  Reconciliation  Act  of   1990,  Pub.  L.  No.   101-­‐‑508,   104  Stat.  
143   (1990);   Tax   Extension  Act   of   1991,   Pub.   L.  No.   102-­‐‑227,   105   Stat.   1686   (1991);  
Omnibus  Budget  Reconciliation  Act  of  1993,  Pub.  L.  No.  103-­‐‑66,  107  Stat.  312  (1993);  
Small  Business  Job  Protection  Act  of  1996,  Pub.  L.  No.  104-­‐‑188,  110  Stat.  1755  (1996);  
Taxpayer  Relief  Act  of  1997,  Pub.  L.  No.  105-­‐‑34,  111  Stat.  788  (1997);  Tax  and  Trade  
Relief  Act  of  1998,  Pub.  L.  No.  105-­‐‑277,  112  Stat.  2681   (1998);  Tax  Relief  Extension  
Act  of  1999,  Pub.  L.  No.  106-­‐‑170,  113  Stat.  1918  (1999);  Working  Families  Tax  Relief  
Act  of  2004,  Pub.  L.  No.  108-­‐‑311,  118  Stat.  1166  (2004);  Energy  Tax  Incentives  Act  of  
2005,   Pub.   L.  No.   109-­‐‑58,   119   Stat.   986   (2005);   Tax   Relief   and  Health   Care  Act   of  
2006,  Pub.  L.  No.  109-­‐‑432,  §  120  Stat.  2922  (2006);  Tax  Technical  Corrections  Act  of  
2007,  Pub.  L.  No.  110-­‐‑172,  121  Stat.  2473  (2007);  Emergency  Economic  Stabilization  
Act  of  2008,  Pub.  L.  No.  110-­‐‑343,  122  Stat.  3765   (2008);  Tax  Relief,  Unemployment  
Insurance  Reauthorization,  and  Job  Creation  Act  of  2010,  Pub.  L.  No.  111-­‐‑312,  124  
Stat.   3296   (2010);  American  Taxpayer  Relief  Act   of   2012,   Pub.   L.  No.   112-­‐‑240,   126  
Stat.  2313  (2012).  
   72.     I  use  these  terms  instead  of  the  technical  names  for  the  credit,  which  would  
be,   respectively,   the   credit   for   increasing   research   activities,   the   alternative  
incremental  credit,  and   the  alternative  simplified  credit.   I.R.C.  §  41(a),   (c)(4),   (c)(5)  
(2006).  
   73.     Tax  Reform  Act  of  1986,  Pub.  L.  No.  99-­‐‑514,  100  Stat.  2085  (1986).  
   74.     I.R.C.  §  41(h)(2)  (2006).  
   75.     Tax  Relief  and  Healthcare  Act  of  2006,  Pub.  L.  No.  109-­‐‑432,  120  Stat.  2922  
(2006).  
   76.     I.R.C.  §  41(a)  (2006).  
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The   “base   amount”   is   based   on   a   company’s   previous   year’s  
revenue   and  qualified   research   expenditures.77      It   differs   based  
on  whether  the  company  is  a  start-­‐‑up,  whether  the  company  has  
been   in   business   after   1983   but   before   1989,   and   how   long   the  
company  has  been   in  business.78     The  different  permutations  of  
the  base   amount   are   so  varied   and  hard   to  determine   that   it   is  
not   worth   going   into   each   potential   calculation   in   this   Article.    
Suffice   it   to   say   that   calculating   the   basic   credit   is   so   complex  
that  many  small  businesses  ignore  the  credit  completely.79  
The   alternative   credit  was   similarly   complicated   but  made  
an   important   change   regarding   the   calculation   of   the   “base  
amount.”    The  alternative  credit  allowed  taxpayers  to  opt  into  a  
three-­‐‑tiered  schedule  that  mitigated  the  credit’s  unavailability  to  
those  firms  who  had  low  revenues  or  historically  high  qualifying  
research   and   development   costs.80      Essentially,   since   the   basic  
credit   had   been   for   only   increased   research   and   development  
expenditures   (or   amounts   over   the   base   amount),   and   because  
the   base   amount   was   calculated   based   on   revenue,   firms  with  
historically  high  research  costs  and/or  low  revenue  had  not  been  
able   to   take   full   advantage   of   the   credit   because   their   base  
amounts  were  too  high.  The  three-­‐‑tiered  schedule  mitigated  this  
effect  by  changing  the  way  the  base  amount  was  calculated,  but  
it  came  at  the  cost  of  a  decreased  credit  amount.  
The  simplified  credit  is,  thankfully,  much  easier  to  calculate.  
Under  the  simplified  credit,   if  a  firm  has  had  qualified  research  
and  development  expenses  in  the  last  three  years,  then  the  base  
amount   is   calculated   by   taking   the   yearly   average   of   those  
expenses,   cutting   it   in   half,   and   then   subtracting   that   number  
from   current   year   qualified   research   and   development  
expenses.81     The  firm  is  then  entitled  to  a  credit  equal  to  14%  of  
the   resulting   number.82      If   a   firm   does   not   have   any   qualified  
 
   77.     I.R.C.  §  41(c)(1)  (2006).  
   78.     I.R.C.  §  41(c)(3)  (2006).  
   79.       See  Klein,  supra  note  70.  
   80.     Id.  
   81.     I.R.C.  §  41(c)(5)(A)  (2006).  
   82.     Id.  
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research   and  development   expenditures,   then   it   is   entitled   to   a  
6%   credit   for   all   current-­‐‑year   qualified   research   and  
development  expenses.83  
C.  FIRMS  CAN  RECEIVE  EITHER  A  DEDUCTION  OR  A  CREDIT  FOR  
RESEARCH  AND  DEVELOPMENT  EXPENDITURES  
Ordinarily,   any   expenses   for   improvements   to   existing  
assets   as  well   as   the  development  of  new  or   existing  assets   are  
considered  capital  expenditures.84    Capital  expenditures  must  be  
added  to  the  cost  of  the  asset  and  depreciated  or  amortized  over  
a  period  of  years.85     This  means   that   even   if   a   firm   is   spending  
money   now,   it   does   not   receive   a   full   tax   deduction   for   the  
expenditure.      Rather,   it   will   have   to   spread   the   deduction   out  
over  many  years.     For  R&D  expenses,  however,   a   taxpayer   can  
either   claim   the   full   deduction   or   take   advantage   of   the   R&D  
Credit.86  
The   Internal   Revenue   Code   includes   both   a   tax   deduction  
and   a   tax   credit   for   R&D   expenditures.87      Currently,   taxpayers  
have  available  to  them  the  basic  credit,  the  simplified  credit,  and  
the   Research   and   Development   Expense   deduction   (R&D  
deduction)  to  help  offset  tax  liability.    A  tax  credit  is  a  dollar-­‐‑for-­‐‑
dollar   reduction   in   tax   liability;   whereas   a   tax   deduction   is   a  
dollar-­‐‑for-­‐‑dollar  reduction  in  taxable  income.88     A  tax  credit  is  a  
more   lucrative   incentive   than  a   tax  deduction  and,   in   this   case,  
the   R&D   Credits   are   available   only   for   a   sub-­‐‑section   of  
expenditures   that   qualify   for   the   R&D  deduction.89      Thus,   it   is  
first   necessary   to   understand   which   expenses   qualify   for   the  
R&D   deduction   before   one   can   understand   which   expenses  
 
   83.     I.R.C.  §  41(c)(5)(B)  (2006).  
   84.     I.R.C.  §  1221  (2013).  
   85.     Amounts   paid   to   improve   tangible   property   (temporary),   26   C.F.R.   §  
1.263(a)-­‐‑3T(d)  (2012).  
   86.     I.R.C.  §§  174,  41  (2013).  
   87.     Id.  
   88.     See  Elizabeth  Rosen,  Tax  Credits,  US  TAX  CENTER  (Jan.  23,  2012),  available  at  
http://www.irs.com/articles/tax-­‐‑credits-­‐‑2.  
   89.     I.R.C.  §  41(a)  (2013).  
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qualify   for   the   R&D   Credit.      For   the   sake   of   ease   and   clarity,  
expenses  for  which  the  deduction  is  allowed  will  be  called  “R&D  
expenses”   and,   of   those   expenses,   the   ones   that   qualify   for   the  
R&D  credit  will  be  called  “qualified  R&D  expenses.”  
A   firm   can   claim   a   deduction   for   R&D   expenses   that   are  
business   expenditures   directly   or   indirectly   related   to   the  
development  or  improvement  of  a  product  under  I.R.C.  §  174.90    
Additionally,  the  expenses  must  be  experimental  in  nature.91    An  
expense   is   experimental   in   nature   if   it   designed   to   resolve  
uncertainty  surrounding   the  development  or   improvement  of  a  
product.92    So,  an  R&D  expense  is  an  expenditure  that  is  directly  
or   indirectly   related   to   the   development   or   improvement   of   a  
product   in   which   uncertainty   exists   regarding   whether   the  
process  used  will  lead  to  such  development  or  improvement.93  
D.  R&D  EXPENSES  BECOME  QUALIFIED  R&D  EXPENSES  BY  
MEETING  THREE  ADDITIONAL  TESTS  
R&D   expenses   that   are   deductible   under   §   174   become  
qualified  R&D  expenses  and,  therefore,  are  eligible  for  the  R&D  
Credit  in  I.R.C.  §  41  when  they  meet  three  additional  tests.    First,  
the  research  that  creates  the  expense  must  be  “for  the  purpose  of  
discovering   information  .  .  .  which   is   technological   in   nature.”94    
Second,   the   information  must   be   “intended   to   be   useful   in   the  
development  of  a  new  or   improved  business   component  of   the  
taxpayer.”95      Third,   the   research   activities   that   generate   the  
expense   must   “constitute   elements   of   a   process   of  
experimentation.”96  
The   first   test,   commonly   referred   to   as   the   “technological  
information   test”   requires   that   the   taxpayer   discover   new  
 
   90.     Treas.  Reg.  1.174-­‐‑2(a)(1)  (2013).  
   91.     Id.  
   92.     Id.  
   93.     See  U.S.  v.  Davenport,  897  F.  Supp.2d  496,  510  (N.D.  Tex.  2012).  
   94.     U.S.  v.  McFerrin,  570  F.3d  672,  676  (5th  Cir.  2009)  (quoting  I.R.C.  §  41(d)(1)).    
   95.     Id.  
   96.     Id.  
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information.97    The  new  information  does  not  need  to  “expand  or  
refine”   any   current   principles   of   biological,   physical,   or  
computer   science.98      It   simply   needs   to   expand   existing  
technological  knowledge  generally.99  It  is  important  to  note  that  
the  information  discovered  has  to  be  separate  from  the  product  
itself.100      That   is   to   say,   new   information   must   lead   to   the  
development  or  improvement  of  a  product,  as  opposed  to  being  
the  product  itself.101  
The  second  test,  commonly  called  the  “business  component  
test,”   requires   that   the   product   be   developed   or   improved   for  
the  use  in  the  taxpayer’s  business.102    If  the  taxpayer  is  engaging  
in   research  activities  without  carrying  on  a   trade  or  a  business,  
then   these   expenses   do   not   qualify   for   the   R&D   Credit.103    
Furthermore,  if  the  taxpayer  is  engaging  in  research  for  another  
party  and  does  not   retain   the   rights   to   the  newly  developed  or  
improved   product,   then   the   credit   is   also   unavailable.104    
However,   if   the   taxpayer   is   engaging   in   research   for   another  
party  and  retains  substantial  rights  over  the  newly  developed  or  
improved  product,  then  those  expenses  may  qualify  for  the  R&D  
Credit.105  
The   third   additional   test   for   qualified   R&D   expenses,  
commonly  called  the  “process  of  experimentation  test,”  requires  
a   process   of   research   activities   that   may   or   may   not   lead   to   a  
desired  result.106    The  process  of  experimentation  may  be  known  
 
   97.     Id.;  Davenport,  897  F.  Supp.2d  at  504.  
   98.     Tax  &  Accounting   Software   Corp.   v.   U.S.,   301   F.3d   1254,   1262   (10th   Cir.  
2002)  (quoting  Appellants  Br.  at  13).  
   99.     Id.  
   100.     Id.  
   101.     Id.    
   102.     See  U.S.  v.  McFerrin,  570  F.3d  672,  676  (5th  Cir.  2009);  U.S.  v.  Davenport,  897  
F.  Supp.2d  496,  504  (N.D.  Tex.  2012).  
   103.     Treas.  Reg.  1.41-­‐‑2(a)(1)  (2013)  (stating  that  “carrying  on  a  trade  or  business”  
has  the  same  meaning  in  §  41  as  it  does  in  I.R.C.  §  162,  which  allows  a  deduction  for  
all  ordinary  and  necessary  business  expenses).  
   104.     Treas.  Reg.  §  1.41-­‐‑2(a)(3)(i)  (2013).  
   105.     Treas.  Reg.  §  1.41-­‐‑2(a)(3)(ii)  (2013).  
   106.     Tax  &  Accounting   Software   Corp.   v.   U.S.,   301   F.3d   1254,   1264   (10th   Cir.  
2002).  
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at   the   time   and   may   be   a   commonly   accepted   way   of  
experimenting.107      In   order   to   meet   the   process   of  
experimentation   test,   however,   the   end   result   of   the   process  
must  be  uncertain  when  it  begins.108     Essentially,   this  goes  back  
the   I.R.C.   §   174   requirement   for   R&D   expenses   that   the  
expenditure  be  experimental  in  nature.     If  the  process  is  known  
and  the  result  is  known,  then  no  experimentation  is  needed  and  
the  expense  cannot  qualify  for  the  R&D  Credit.109  
Accordingly,   if   an   expenditure   improves   or   develops   an  
existing  asset,  then  it  will  ordinarily  be  a  non-­‐‑deductible  capital  
expense   that   must   be   depreciated   with   the   asset.   If   an  
expenditure   is  an  R&D  expense,  however,   then  the  full  amount  
of  the  expense  may  be  deducted  under  §  174.    If  the  expenditure  
is   an   R&D   expense   and   meets   the   three   additional   tests  
necessary,   then  it   is  a  qualified  R&D  expense  and  is  eligible  for  
the  R&D  Credit,  according  to  the  formulas  mentioned  earlier.  
If   the  R&D  Credit   is   calculated   to   be  more   than   the   firm’s  
tax   liability,   then  the  firm  can  carry  the  unused  credit  back  one  
year  and  forward  up  to  twenty  years  to  decrease  any  tax  liability  
in  those  years.110     The  amount  of  the  unused  credit,  however,   is  
not   refunded   to   the   taxpayer.111     This  means   that  new   firms,  or  
other  firms  that  qualify  for  the  R&D  Credit  and  do  not  yet  have  
much   taxable   income,   are   left   without   an   immediate   benefit  
from   the   credit.112      Instead,   they  make   significant   outlays   now  
and   hope   that   they   will   earn   enough   revenue   within   the   next  
twenty  years  to  be  able  to  use  the  credit.113     This  practical  effect  
reduces   the   effectiveness   of   the   R&D  Credit,   thus   encouraging  
firms  to  engage  in  R&D  activities.  
 
   107.     Id.  at  1264-­‐‑65.  
   108.     Id.  at  1265.  
   109.     Id.    
   110.     I.R.C.  §  39(a)(1).  
   111.     Id.  
   112.     LAURA   TYSON   &   GREG   LINDEN,   CENTER   FOR   AMERICAN   PROGRESS,   Doc  
2012-­‐‑355,   THE   CORPORATE   R&D   TAX   CREDIT   AND   U.S.   INNOVATION   AND  
COMPETITIVENESS:   GAUGING   THE   ECONOMIC   AND   FISCAL   EFFECTIVENESS   OF   THE  
CREDIT  (2012).  
   113.     Id.  
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III.  THE  STARTUP  INNOVATION  CREDIT  ACT  OF  2013  
A.  THE  R&D  CREDIT  MUST  BE  EXPANDED  TO  BENEFIT  SMALL  
STARTUP  BUSINESSES  
A  bipartisan  group  of  senators,   led  by  Chris  Coons  (D-­‐‑DE)  
and   Mike   Enzi   (R-­‐‑WY),   have   taken   note   of   the   R&D   Credit’s  
failure   to   do   much   to   help   new   companies   and   introduced  
legislation   to   change   the   credit   and   make   it   more   startup  
friendly.114  This  legislation,  called  the  “Startup  Innovation  Credit  
Act   of   2013,”   was   introduced   in   the   Senate   on   January   31st,  
2013.115    Senators  Coons  and  Enzi  began  advocating  for  the  bill  in  
2013  by  acknowledging  the  important  role  of  startup  companies  
in   job   creation   in   the   United   States.116      The   basic   idea   is   that  
startup   companies   employ   people   to   do   research   and  
development  and  other  business-­‐‑related  tasks.117    The  companies  
then   owe   payroll   taxes   on   the  wages   paid   to   those   employees  
but   they  usually  do  not   owe   income   taxes   because   startups  do  
not  usually  make  a  lot  of  money  in  their  first  years.118  
Accordingly,   instead   of   limiting   the   R&D   Credit   to   only  
offset   income   taxes,   the  new  proposal  will  expand   the  credit   to  
allow   it   to   offset   payroll   taxes.119      This   will   make   labor   less  
expensive   and   will   give   startup   companies   the   benefits   of   the  
R&D   Credit   sooner   than   if   they   had   to   wait   to   earn   enough  
taxable   income   to   have   a   tax   liability.  According   to  Coons   and  
Enzi,   the   credit   is   “specifically   designed   for   new,   risk-­‐‑taking  
firms.  .  .and.  .  .supports   all   private-­‐‑sector   judgments   and  
decisions   that   prioritize   investment   in   research   and  
development”120   as   opposed   to   disproportionately   subsidizing  
 
   114.     Startup  Innovation  Credit  of  2013,  S.  193,  113th  Cong.  (2013).  
   115.     Id.  
   116.     Chris  Coons  &  Mike  Enzi,  R&D  Tax  Credit  Spurs  Innovation,  POLITICO,  (Mar.  
7,   2013),   available   at   http://www.politico.com/story/2013/03/rd-­‐‑tax-­‐‑credit-­‐‑spurs-­‐‑
innovation-­‐‑88525.html.  
   117.     Id.  
   118.     Id.  
   119.     Startup  Innovation  Credit  of  2013,  S.  193,  113th  Cong.  (2013).  
   120.     See  Coons,  supra  note  116.  
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the  R&D  expenses  of  large,  established,  and  wealthy  firms.  
The   Startup   Innovation   Credit   accomplishes   this   goal   by,  
first,   keeping   the   credit   calculation   the   same   and   keeping   the  
expenses   that   qualify   for   the   credit   the   same.121   Then,   a  
qualifying  small  business  may  choose  to  apply  up  to  $250,000  of  
the   credit   amount   to   its   payroll   tax   liability122   instead   of   its  
income   tax   liability.      A   qualifying   small   business   is   statutorily  
defined  as   a  business   that   (1)  has  gross   receipts  of   less   than  $5  
million  in  the  current  year  and  (2)  has  not  had  gross  receipts  in  
any  of  the  five  previous  years.123  
B.  THE  APPARENT  DISADVANTAGE  OF  THE  STARTUP  INNOVATION  
CREDIT  COULD  MORE  APPROPRIATELY  BE  CALLED  AN  
INVESTMENT  
The  advantages  to  the  legislation  are  relatively  clear.  First,  it  
decreases   the   cost   of   labor   for   startup   companies  which  hold  a  
unique  position  as   job-­‐‑creators   in  America.      Second,   it   frees  up  
more  capital  for  investment  with  the  decrease  labor  costs,  helps  
even   the  playing   field  between  new  companies  and  established  
companies   with   regard   to   the   R&D   Credit   subsidy,   and  
encourages   more   research   and   development   investment.      The  
disadvantage  is  that  it  decreases  payroll  tax  collections,124  which  
are   used   to   fund   Social   Security,   a   program   already   in   fiscal  
trouble.  
Congress   was   recently   faced   with   a   decision   regarding   a  
similar   payroll   tax   cut   called   the   payroll   tax   holiday.125      The  
payroll   tax   holiday   temporarily   cut   the   rate   for   Social   Security  
 
   121.     Startup  Innovation  Credit  of  2013,  S.  193,  113th  Cong.  (2013).  
   122.     Id.  
   123.     Id.  
   124.     The  Startup  Innovation  Credit  decreases  all  federal  payroll  tax  liabilities  of  
businesses   that   qualify   for   the   credit   including   taxes   collected   for   Medicare   and  
Medicaid.  This  Article  is  just  focusing  on  whether  it  is  advisable  to  use  the  Startup  
Innovation  Credit   to  offset   social   security  payroll   taxes.  The  policy  considerations  
and   circumstances   surrounding   medical   expenses   are   sometimes   different   than  
social  security  which  may  result  in  a  different  recommendation.  
   125.     DAWN   NUSCHLER,  CONG.   RESEARCH   SERVICE,   R41648,   SOCIAL   SECURITY:  
TEMPORARY  PAYROLL  TAX  REDUCTION  1  n.4  (2012).  
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payroll  taxes  for  employers  and  employees  and  was  set  to  expire  
at  the  end  of  2012  as  part  of  the  “Fiscal  Cliff.”126    Congress  chose  
to   let   it   expire   during   the   “Fiscal   Cliff”   negotiations.127      The  
payroll   tax   holiday   law   would   have   reduced   contributions   to  
Social  Security  if  it  were  not  for  a  provision  that  demanded  any  
lost   revenue   for   Social   Security   be   replaced   by   general  
government  funds.128    Therefore,  it  seems  unlikely  that  Congress  
was   making   a   negative   judgment   regarding   decreasing   Social  
Security  contributions.  
The  problem  of  decreased  payroll  tax  collections  in  the  short  
term,   however,   is   mitigated   if   payroll   tax   collections   in   the  
future   are   increased.      In   a   sense,   lower   payroll   tax   collections  
now,   for   the   purpose   of   increasing   R&D   expenses,   is   an  
investment   in   increased   payroll   tax   collections   in   the   future  
because   improving   or   developing   new   products   today   means  
more   jobs   manufacturing   and   selling   those   products   in   the  
future.129    Simply  put,  more  jobs  in  the  future  mean  more  payroll  
taxes  to  be  collected  in  the  future.  
Looking   at   the   Startup   Innovation   Credit   Act   as   an  
investment,   rather   than   a   siphoning   of   payroll   tax   funds   for  
programs   such   as   Social   Security,   makes   the   idea   more  
attractive.   The   question   remains   whether   this   particular  
investment   is   a   smart   one   for   Social   Security   to   make.      As  
mentioned   earlier,   any   solution   to   Social   Security’s   financial  
trouble  must  serve  the  goals  of  reliability  and  stability.      It  must  
also   be   politically   possible.      Additionally,   Social   Security   is  
meant   to   assure   financial   security   in   retirement   and   so   any  
current   risk   to   Social   Security   should   be   mitigated   with   an  
attempt   to   increase   personal   savings   or   income   from  pensions.  
This  Article  argues  that  the  Startup  Innovation  Credit  Act  meets  
those  goals.  
 
   126.     Id.  at  1.  
   127.     Id.  at  1-­‐‑2.  
   128.     Id.  at  4.  
   129.     See  Linda  R.  Cohen  &  Roger  G.  Noll,  Privatizing  Public  Research,  SCI.  AM.  72,  
73  (Sept.  1994).    
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IV.  THE  STARTUP  INNOVATION  CREDIT  AS  AN  INVESTMENT  OF  
SOCIAL  SECURITY  FUNDS  
A.  SOCIAL  SECURITY  SHOULD  CONSIDER  RISK  AVERSE  
INVESTMENT  
The  goal  of  Social  Security  is  to  provide  a  stream  of  income  
to   retirees   that   is   both   reliable   in   amount   and   stable   through  
time.      To   date,   Social   Security   has   invested   exclusively   in  
Treasury   notes,130   which   are   typically   considered   to   be   among  
the  most   stable  and   reliable   investments   in   the  market,  but  not  
the   most   lucrative.131      Ultimately,   then,   the   hallmark   of   both  
Social  Security  and  trust  fund  investments  has  been  that  they  are  
risk  averse.    Accordingly,  any  new  investment  of  Social  Security  
funds  should  also  be  risk  averse.  
In   the   context   of   Social   Security,   being   risk   averse   means  
that   an   investment   should   be   well-­‐‑known,   have   a   successful  
history,   and   not   have   a   potentially   devastating   impact   on  
individual   retirement   security.     An   investment   should   be  well-­‐‑
known   in   the   sense   that   the   investment   opportunity   does   not  
present  risk  stemming  from  the  fact  that  the  idea  is  an  unknown  
quantity.    An  investment  should  have  a  successful  history  in  the  
sense   that   the   investment   has   a   stable   history   of   bearing   fruit  
and   is  not   characterized  by  having  periods  of   large   losses.     An  
investment  should  not  have  a  potentially  devastating  impact  on  
individual  retirement  security  in  the  sense  that  if  the  investment  
does  not  pay  off,   an   individual  will   likely   still   have   retirement  
security.  
Treasury   bonds,   for   example,   have   these   risk   averse  
qualities.132    Government  debt  is  as  old  as  the  government  itself,  
which  means  it  is  not  an  unknown  quantity.133  Even  our  current  
 
   130.     Paul   N.   Van   de   Water,   Understanding   the   Social   Security   Trust   Funds,  
CENTER   ON   BUDGET   AND   POLICY   PRIORITIES   (Oct.   5,   2010),  
http://www.cbpp.org/cms/?fa=view&id=3299.  
   131.     Id.  
   132.     See  Basenese,  supra  note  17.  
   133.     Id.  
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high  rates  of  debt  are  not  unknown  or  uncommon,  specifically  in  
times  of  war.134    The  government  also  has  a  long  track  record  of  
paying  off  debt.135     The   recent  debt   ceiling  political  panics  may  
cast   some   doubt   on   the   government’s   willingness   to   continue  
that   track  record,  but  the  political   fever  around  the  debt  ceiling  
seems   to   have   broken   after   President  Obama’s   reelection.136      If  
the  government  cannot  pay  a   large  portion  of   its  debt,   then  the  
impact   on   individual   retirement   security   may,   in   fact,   be  
devastating.137      The   impact   on   the   overall   economy,   however,  
would  likely  also  be  devastating138  and  Social  Security  might  not  
be  saved  with  any  investment.  
In   sum,   a   proper   investment   with   Social   Security   funds  
serves   the   policy   goals   of   reliability   and   stability.      This   is   best  
done  by  using  investments  that  are  risk  averse.    In  the  context  of  
Social   Security,   a   risk   averse   investment   is   well-­‐‑known,   has   a  
successful   history,   and  does   not   have   a   potentially   devastating  
impact  on  individual  retirement  security.  
B.  THE  STARTUP  INNOVATION  CREDIT  RELIES  ON  THE  R&D  
CREDIT,  A  WELL-­‐‑KNOWN  COMMODITY  
Originally   a   temporary  measure   to   help   the   United   States  
compete  with   Soviet   investment   in   research   and   development,  
the   R&D   Credit   survived   the   Cold   War   and   multiple   sunset  
provisions  to  spend  thirty  years  as  part  of  the  Internal  Revenue  
Code.   Congress   is   quite   familiar   with   the   R&D  Credit,   having  
 




   135.     Id.  
   136.     Bill  Scher,  Here’s  a  Secret:  Bipartisanship  is  Working,  THE  WK.  (May  24,  2013),  
http://theweek.com/article/index/244619/heres-­‐‑a-­‐‑secret-­‐‑bipartisanship-­‐‑is-­‐‑working.  
Kathleen   Hennessey,  Obama’s   reelection   did   little   to   ‘break   the   fever’   in   Washington,  
L.A.  TIMES  (Sept.  30,  2013),  available  at  
http://articles.latimes.com/print/2013/sep/30/news/la-­‐‑pn-­‐‑obama-­‐‑reelection-­‐‑
republican-­‐‑fever-­‐‑20130930.  
   137.     Caroline  L.  Harris,  The  Debt  Ceiling  and  Tax  Conundrum,  TAXANALYSTS  (Jul.  
25,  2011).  
   138.     Id.    
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passed   legislation   related   to   it   seventeen   times   since   it   was  
originally  enacted  in  1981.139    The  R&D  Credit  has  always  been  a  
temporary   measure,   however,   which   requires   Congress   to  
extend   it   at   regular   intervals,   sometimes   retroactively.140    
Therefore,   the   always-­‐‑present   sunset   provisions   in   the   R&D  
Credit  give  this  analysis  some  pause  because,  while  the  credit  is  
well-­‐‑known,  it  is  constantly  subject  to  the  whims  of  the  political  
branches  of  government.    Ultimately,  every  statute  is  constantly  
subject  to  the  whims  of  the  political  branches  of  government  and  
the  R&D  Credit  has  proven   to  be  resilient.      In  other  words,   the  
credit   now   has   more   of   a   permanent   nature,   even   though   it  
needs  constant  renewal.  
The  new  portion  of  the  idea  is  extending  the  R&D  Credit  to  
cover  payroll  tax  liabilities.    In  some  ways  this  idea  is  not  really  
new.    Payroll  tax  liabilities  are  still  tax  liabilities.    They  still  place  
a   financial   burden   on   firms,   like   the   income   tax   does,   and   the  
credit   still   reduces   the   burden,   like   the   R&D   Credit   currently  
does  for  the  income  tax.  The  only  question  is  whether  the  R&D  
Credit   will   produce   similar   results   in   the   context   of   payroll  
taxes.  
Congress   has   had   a   similar   experience   recently   with   the  
payroll  tax  holiday.    In  that  experience,  Congress  decided  to  cut  
the   tax   rates   for  Social   Security   taxes  as  opposed   to   cutting   tax  
rates  for  income  taxes,141  which  is  the  more  traditional  method  of  
encouraging   economic   expansion.      The   payroll   tax   holiday   is  
generally   considered   a   success   at   stimulating   the   economy,142    
like   the   income   tax   rate   cuts   have   been   known   to   do.      Indeed,  
Moody’s   Analytics   estimates   that   the   payroll   tax   holiday  
generated  $1.27  for  every  $1  spent.143  
Accordingly,   while   the   R&D   Credit   has   never   been  
 
   139.     TYSON,  supra  note  112;  see  also  supra  note  71.  
   140.     TYSON,  supra  note  112.  
   141.     Id.  
   142.     Audie  Cornish  and  John  Ydstie,   ‘Cliff’  Deal  Would  End  Payroll  Tax  Holiday,  
NPR  (Jan.  1,  2013),  http://www.npr.org/2013/01/01/168417033/cliff-­‐‑deal-­‐‑would-­‐‑end-­‐‑
payroll-­‐‑tax-­‐‑holiday.  
   143.     Id.  
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extended   to   the   payroll   tax   before,   the   components   of   the   idea  
are  well-­‐‑known   to  policy  makers.      The  R&D  Credit   has   a   long  
and  resilient  history   in  the  Tax  Code.     Additionally,  payroll   tax  
cuts  instead  of  income  tax  cuts  have  been  successful  in  the  past.    
As  such,  we  should  consider  the  Startup  Innovation  Credit  to  be  
a  combination  of  well-­‐‑known  ideas.  
C.  THE  STARTUP  INNOVATION  CREDIT  RELIES  ON  THE  R&D  
CREDIT,  WHICH  HAS  A  HISTORY  OF  SUCCESS  
The  R&D  Credit  is  a  well-­‐‑known  commodity.    It  has  been  a  
part  of  the  tax  code  for  over  thirty  years  and  is  widely  hailed  as  
a  success  at  increasing  research  and  development  activities.    It  is  
also   generally   recognized   as   a   successful   economic   stimulant.    
The   Center   for   American   Progress   examined   many   economic  
studies   and   found   that   every   dollar   spent   on   the   research   and  
development   credit   created   an   economic   benefit   of   $.95   to  
$2.96.144     KPMG,  the  U.S.  audit,   tax,  and  advisory  services   firm,  
has   also   studied   the   effectiveness   of   the   research   credit   and  
determined   that   the   long-­‐‑term  economic  gains   are   $2   for   every  
dollar  spent  on  the  R&D  Credit.145    Many  other  studies  have  also  
confirmed   that   the  R&D  Credit  has  been  efficient  and   lucrative  
for   economic   growth.146      This   is   the   kind   of   low-­‐‑risk,   high-­‐‑
reward  investment  that  will  help  grow  the  economic  pie  and,  by  
extension,   the   amount   of  money   available   to   pay   payroll   taxes  
and  increase  personal  savings  while  not  significantly  risking  the  
stability  of  Social  Security.  
The   R&D   Credit   has   had   success   despite   its   general  
unavailability  to  startup  firms.147     Startup  businesses  are  the   job  
creation  engine  in  the  country  and  they  have  so  far  been  denied  
 
   144.     TYSON,  supra  note  112,  at  42.  
   145.     AEROSPACE   INDUS.   ASSOC.,   A   SPECIAL   REPORT:   RESEARCH   AND  
DEVELOPMENT  TAX  CREDIT  4.  
   146.     E.g.,  James  T.  Brett,  Congress  must  extend  the  R&D  tax  credit  for  growth,  THE  
NEW   ENGLAND   COUNCIL   (2014),      http://newenglandcouncil.com/op-­‐‑ed/congress-­‐‑
must-­‐‑extend-­‐‑the-­‐‑rd-­‐‑tax-­‐‑credit-­‐‑for-­‐‑growth/.    
   147.     See  TYSON,  supra  note  112,  at  16.  
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access   to   this  very  effective  subsidy.148     This  has  generally  been  
considered   a   hindrance   on   the   R&D   Credit’s   effectiveness   in  
stimulating   the   economy.149      The   Startup   Innovation   Credit  
solves   this   by   allowing   firms   to   take   the   credit   to   offset   their  
payroll  tax  liabilities.150     Startup  firms  often  do  not  have  a  lot  of  
income   in   their   first   years   but   they   very   often   have   payroll  
expenses,   including  payroll   taxes.151     Allowing   them   to   elect   to  
offset  payroll  tax  liabilities,  instead  of   just  income  tax  liabilities,  
will   give   startup   firms   immediate   access   to   the   economic  
benefits   of   the   credit   as   opposed   to   having   to   wait   until   their  
new  endeavors  become  profitable.  
Looking  at   the  Startup   Innovation  Credit  as  an   investment  
in   future   Social   Security   payroll   tax   collections   requires  
analyzing   the   success   in   terms   of   its   expected   impact   on   the  
same.      The   Startup   Innovation   Credit   will   decrease   current  
payroll   tax   collections   and   therefore   decrease   current  
contributions   to   the   Social   Security   program.152      The   theory  
behind  viewing  the  Startup  Innovation  Credit  as  an   investment  
in   future   payroll   tax   collections   is   that   research   and  
development   activities   lead   to   new   products   and   new   services  
that   will   create   jobs   in   the   future.      As   new   products   and  
processes  are  born  and  old  ones  are   improved,   jobs  are  created  
in  manufacturing,  selling,  servicing,  and  training  others  in  these  
new   endeavors.153      When   those   jobs   are   created,   and   when  
startup  firms  become  successful,  the  government  will  be  able  to  
collect  Social  Security  taxes  on  those  earnings.  
Of   course,   the   nature   of   R&D   expenses   is   experimental.154    
This  means  that  there  is  no  guarantee  that  this  proposal  will  bear  
fruit.      That,   however,   is   the   nature   of   an   investment.      This  
 
   148.     Id.  at  15-­‐‑16.  
   149.     Id.  
   150.     Id.  
   151.     Id.;  C.  Daniel  Baker,  New  Push  for  Support  of  the  Startup  Innovation  Credit  Act  
of   2013,   BLACK   ENTERPRISE   (Jul.   29,   2013),   http://www.blackenterprise.com/small-­‐‑
business/startup-­‐‑innovation-­‐‑credit-­‐‑act/.  
   152.     See  Nuschler,  supra  note  125,  at  2.  
   153.     See  Brett,  supra  note  134.  
   154.     See  TYSON,  supra  note  112,  at  28.  
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particular   investment   is   essentially   an   investment   in   the  
increased   productivity   of   the   American   work   force.      Professor  
Buchanan,   in  arguing   that  Social  Security  was  not   in  dire   fiscal  
condition,   said   that   one   of   the   reasons   the   Trustee’s   Report   is  
overly   pessimistic   is   that   it   does   not   adequately   predict  
increasing  productivity.155     Considering   the  worsening   financial  
situation  Social   Security   faces  as   it   enters   the   third   stage  of   the  
1983   Plan,   this   proposal   could   give   increasing   productivity   a  
boost.  
In   sum,   the   Startup   Innovation   Credit   takes   an   already  
successful   tax   credit   and   removes   a   major   impediment   to   its  
success—namely   its   inability   to   provide   immediate   economic  
benefit  to  startup  firms.    It  does  this  by  giving  employers  a  way  
to   reduce   their  payroll   tax   liability,   thereby  decreasing   the   cost  
of   labor   and   freeing   up   more   capital   to   invest   in   business  
operations.  This  results  in  lower  payroll  tax  collections  for  Social  
Security,  but  it  is  an  investment  on  future  payroll  tax  collections  
and  increased  productivity  of  the  future  American  workforce.  
D.  THE  STARTUP  INNOVATION  CREDIT  DOES  NOT  PRESENT  A  
DEVASTATING  IMPACT  ON  INDIVIDUAL  RETIREMENT  SECURITY  
The  Startup  Innovation  Credit  can  encourage  both  personal  
savings   and   national   savings.156      With   regard   to   personal  
savings,   the   Startup   Innovation   Credit   makes   labor   less  
expensive   and   helps   startup   businesses   not   only   hire   more  
workers   but   gain   a   more   solid   financial   starting   point   during  
their   first   year   in   business.157      For   many   people,   their   entire  
personal   savings   (and   their   retirement   plans)   are   tied   up   in   a  
business  they  started  themselves.158      If  we  can  help  increase  the  
success   rate   of   these   businesses,   then   we   can   help   encourage  
 
   155.     Buchanan,  supra  note  51,  at  261.  
   156.     See  Part  IB.  
   157.     Id.  
   158.     See   Jules   H.   Lichtenstein,   Saving   For   Retirement:   A   Look   at   Small   Business  
Owners,  OFFICE  OF  ADVOCACY  OF  THE  U.S.  SMALL  BUS.  ADMIN.  20  (2010).  
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personal  saving.159      In  turn,   the  wages  and  benefits   (which  may  
include  401(k)  plans)  given  to  employees  can  help  increase  their  
personal  savings  as  well.  
National  savings  represents   the  amount  of  money  a  nation  
has  to  invest  in  the  future.     Investment  in  the  future  is  essential  
to   long-­‐‑term  economic  viability.160     The  national   savings   rate   in  
an  open  economy,  like  the  United  States,  is  calculated  by  taking  
national   income,   subtracting   consumption   and   government  
spending,   and   adding   (or   subtracting,   as   the   case  may   be)   net  
exports.161      Currently,   the   national   savings   numbers   in   the  
United  States  are  abysmal  and  a  significant  cause  for  concern.162    
Creating   new   products,   however,   through   new   research   and  
development  will   lower   the   trade   deficit   and   increase   national  
savings.163      Additionally,   since   the   R&D   Credit   expansion,   the  
Startup  Innovation  Credit  decreases  labor  costs  and  requires  that  
only   American   companies   are   eligible,   thus   encouraging  
American  job  growth.    This  will  increase  national  income,  which,  
in  turn,  will  increase  national  savings.  
E.  THE  STARTUP  INNOVATION  CREDIT  IS  POLITICALLY  FEASIBLE  
Another  key  concern  is  political  feasibility.    There  are  many  
options   for   fixing   Social   Security.      Policy   analysts   have  
suggested   increasing   the   retirement   age,   increasing   tax   rates,  
increasing   the  amount  of  money   subject   to   the   tax,   and   linking  
cost-­‐‑of-­‐‑living   raises   in   the   program   to   the   Consumer   Price  
Index.164     All  of   these  options  can  either  save  Social  Security  by  
themselves   or   significantly   help   save   it   from   financial  
insolvency.     The  problem   is   that   each  of   these  options  places   a  
burden  on  retired  or  retiring  groups  of  people  whom  politicians  
 
   159.     Id.  at  23.  
   160.     See  U.S.  GOV’T  ACCOUNTABILITY  OFFICE,  supra  note  46,  at  49.  
   161.     Id.  at  47.  
   162.     Id.  
   163.     Id.  
   164.     See   generally,   Benjamin   A.   Templin,   Full   Funding:   The   Future   of   Social  
Security,  22  J.  L.  &  POL.  395,  398  (2006).  
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do  not  want  to  upset.  
The   R&D   Credit   does   not   place   an   additional   burden   on  
anyone.      It   is   an   investment,   through  decreased   tax   collections,  
in   new   and  more   efficient   products,   services,   and   information.    
The   Startup   Innovation   Credit   targets   the   investment   towards  
startup   businesses,   where   investments   are   the   most   politically  
popular.     Additionally,  the  Startup  Innovation  Credit  is  already  
a   bipartisan   effort   in   both   chambers   of   Congress,   and   a  
bipartisan  starting  point  is  a  political  necessity  to  get  things  done  
in   the   current   political   climate.      In   short,   while   most   other  
options  to  fix  Social  Security  will  be  dead  on  arrival  at  the  steps  
of   the   Capitol,   the   Startup   Innovation   Credit   has   a   fighting  
chance.  
CONCLUSION  
Ultimately,  the  Startup  Innovation  Credit  leverages  the  political  
popularity  of   the  R&D  Credit  and  small  business  subsidies  and  
combines   that   leverage  with   the   long   history   of   success   of   the  
R&D  Credit  to  not  only  encourage  job  growth  in  the  present  but  
to  create  the  new  products  and  technologies  that  fuel  future  job  
creation  as  well.    One  of  the  suggested  downsides  to  the  Startup  
Innovation   Credit   is   that   it   decreases   payroll   tax   collections,  
which   may   decrease   the   amount   of   money   available   to   fund  
Social   Security.      This  Article   argued,   however,   that   the   Startup  
Innovation  Credit  can  be  a  significant  part  of  a  cure  for  what  ails  
Social  Security.  
The   Startup   Innovation  Credit   is   essentially   an   investment  
of   current   payroll   tax   collections   in   future   workforce  
productivity   and   payroll   tax   collections.      The   funds   used   to  
expand   the   R&D   Credit   to   cover   payroll   tax   liabilities   of   new  
businesses  will  be  used  to  aid  startup  companies—which  are  the  
country’s  most   prolific   job   creators—and   their   efforts   to   create  
new   and   improved   products   and   services.      Manufacturing,  
selling,  and  servicing  these  new  creations  will  create   jobs  in  the  
future,   which   will   pay   payroll   taxes.   Furthermore,   the   Startup  
Innovation   Credit   makes   labor   less   expensive   in   America   and  
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puts   new   businesses   on   more   solid   financial   footing.      The  
increased  number  of   jobs   immediately   in  R&D  fields  and  more  
successful  small  business  will  increase  the  national  and  personal  
savings   rates   in   this   country,   adding   to   economic   security   in  
retirement.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
